Synthesis and evaluation of strand and turn modified ring-extended gramicidin S derivatives.
In this paper, we describe the crystal structure of previously reported ring-extended gramicidin S (GS) derivative 2 (GS14K4), containing a d-amino acid residue in one of the β-strand regions. This structure is in agreement with a previously reported modeling study of the same molecule. The polar side chain of the additional d-amino acid residue is positioned at the same face of the molecule as the hydrophobic side chains, and we believe that because of this compound 2 is considerably less hydrophobic than extended GS derivatives in which the strand regions are exclusively composed of l-amino acids. Using this backbone structure as our benchmark we prepared a small series of ring-extended GS analogues featuring sugar amino acid dipeptide isosteres of varied hydrophobicity at the turn region. We show that via this approach hydrophobicity of extended GS analogues can be tuned without affecting the secondary structure (as observed from NMR and CD spectra). Biological evaluation reveals that hydrophobicity correlates to cell toxicity, but still bacteriolysis is induced with GS analogues that are too hydrophilic to efficiently lyse human red blood cells.